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Tumor microenvironment exerts a critical role in sustaining homing, retention, and

survival of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) cells in secondary lymphoid organs. Such

conditions foster immune surveillance escape and resistance to therapies. The

physiological microenvironment is rendered tumor permissive by an interplay of

chemokines, chemokine receptors, and adhesion molecules as well as by direct

interactions between malignant lymphocytes and stromal cells, T cells, and specialized

macrophages referred to as nurselike cells (NLCs). To characterize this complex

interplay, we investigated the altered architecture on CLL lymph nodes biopsies and

observed a dramatic loss of tissue subcompartments and stromal cell networks as

compared with nonmalignant lymph nodes. A supplemental high density of CD681 cells

expressing the homeostatic chemokine CCL21 was randomly distributed. Using an

imaging flow cytometry approach, CCL21 mRNA and the corresponding protein were

observed in single CD681 NLCs differentiated in vitro from CLL peripheral blood

mononuclear cells. The chemokine was sequestered at the NLC membrane, helping

capture of CCR7-high-expressing CLL B cells. Inhibiting the CCL21/CCR7 interaction by

blocking antibodies or using therapeutic ibrutinib altered the adhesion of leukemic cells.

Our results indicate NLCs as providers of an alternative source of CCL21, taking over the

physiological task of follicular reticular cells, whose network is deeply altered in CLL

lymph nodes. By retaining malignant B cells, CCL21 provides a protective environment

for their niching and survival, thus allowing tumor evasion and resistance to treatment.

These findings argue for a specific targeting or reeducation of NLCs as a new

immunotherapy strategy for this disease.

Introduction

The tumor microenvironment plays an essential role in neoplasm progression through continuous
molecular crosstalk and cellular interactions with tumor cells. Notably, this microenvironment is critical
for tumor cell survival through the creation of a site of retention in favor of a proliferative pool. In turn,
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Key Points

� Stromal cell
architecture is deeply
altered in CLL lymph
nodes.

� CCL21, produced by
leukemia-induced
macrophages,
improves retention
and niching of
malignant CCR71

B cells in CLL lymph
nodes.
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this niching fosters immune survey escape and development of
resistance to treatments. Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is a
mature B cell–derived neoplasm characterized by an accumulation
of CD51 leukemic cells in the blood, bone marrow (BM), and sec-
ondary lymphoid organs.1 New therapeutic options include kinase
inhibitors, such as Bruton tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitor ibrutinib,
that foster lymph node egress and release of leukemic cells.
Besides several intrinsic mutational events at risk of progression
and relapse in CLL, the tumor microenvironment clearly contributes
to disease evolution and resistance to therapeutic regimen.2,3 In
lymphoid organs, the CLL microenvironment is shaped by a complex
interplay among chemokines, their cognate receptors, and adhesion
molecules as well as direct interactions of malignant B cells with
CD41 and CD81 T cells, natural killer T cells, and specialized
CD681 macrophages often referred to as tumor-associated macro-
phages (TAMs) or nurselike cells (NLCs).4 NLCs are cells of mono-
cytic origin and spontaneously differentiate in vitro in high-density
cultures of CLL peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Impor-
tantly, NLCs have been described in lymphoid organs from patients
with CLL.5 Such NLCs prevent CLL cells from apoptosis in vitro,
notably through the expression of BAFF or APRIL,6 CD31, plexin-
B1,7 brain-derived neurotrophic factor,8 and the secretion of soluble
CXCL12.9 Notably, CXCL12 behaves as an important player in
the recirculation of plasma cells in BM niches10,11 as well as in the
trans-endothelial migration of CLL cells12 and their homing to the
BM.13 In addition, NLCs secrete CXCL13, a homeostatic chemokine
normally expressed by follicular dendritic cells (FDCs). CXCL13
interacting with its cognate receptor CXCR5 is responsible for lym-
phocytes homing in secondary lymphoid organs and active trafficking
within follicles.14 Leukemic cells express high levels of functional
CXCR5, and significantly increased CXCL13 serum levels were
described in patients with CLL compared with healthy controls.
CXCL13 expressed by NLCs plays an important role in CLL cells
niching. Cognate interactions of the leukemic cells with CD681

NLCs secreting CXCL13 allow CLL cells to receive prosurvival sig-
nals and partial protection against cytotoxic therapies.15,16 The
crosstalk between leukemic cells and their microenvironment also
facilitates activation, proliferation, and differentiation of the surround-
ing cells, events that are essential to the transmission of supportive
signals. In the context of this bidirectional crosstalk, NLCs are
reprogrammed by leukemic cells to create an immunosuppressive
milieu that allows immune evasion.

Additional factors play a role in the positioning of CLL cells within
lymphoid subcompartments. Among those, the homeostatic chemo-
kine CCL21, expressed by high endothelial venules (HEVs) and fol-
licular reticular cells in the T-cell zone (FRCs), plays a pivotal role in
driving cell entry and motility in interstitial lymph nodes, favoring their
interaction with CD41 T cells expressing CD40L.17 Knockout mice
lacking the CCL21 cognate receptor CCR7 display defective B-cell
entry into the lymph nodes.18 In the Em-Myc transgenic mouse
model, CCR7 was shown to play a pivotal role in several consecu-
tive steps of leukemic cell dissemination within distinct microana-
tomic sites of the spleen, leading to a significant survival advantage
of tumor cells compared with CCR7-deficient lymphoma cells.19

Accordingly, trans-endothelial cell migration in response to CCL21
significantly increased for malignant B cells in patients who pre-
sented with lymph node enlargement. Furthermore, the level of
expression of CCR7 correlated with lymphadenopathy, and its
blockade inhibited CLL trans-endothelial cell migration.20

In CLL, the physiological architecture of the lymph nodes is completely
obliterated by dissemination of malignant cells, which contributes to
the immune surveillance defect commonly associated with disease
progression. In this context, infiltrated NLCs may represent an alterna-
tive source of homeostatic chemokines taking over the roles attributed
to FDCs and FRCs.

In this study, we addressed alteration of cellular structures in CLL
lymph nodes, showing loss of subcompartments and stromal cell net-
works while exhibiting a high density of CD681 cells. Importantly, our
data document for the first time that CD681 NLCs are a source of
CCL21 homeostatic chemokine. Secreted CCL21 is retained in the
NLC cell membrane, thus providing a potent chemoattractant signal
for CLL B cells and favoring their retention through NLC/B cell cross-
talk. Inhibition of CCL21/CCR7 interaction or use of therapeutic ibru-
tinib alters adhesion of leukemic cells to the protective NLC cells.

Methods

Cells and tissues

CLL blood samples were obtained from untreated patients after
informed consent and validation by the local research ethics com-
mittee from the Avicenne Hospital (Bobigny, France), in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Paraffin-embedded lymph nodes of
patients with CLL or nontumoral pathologies were obtained from
the Department of Pathology at Avicenne Hospital (supplemental
Table 1).

Nurselike cells culture

PBMCs isolated by density-gradient centrifugation from patients
with CLL were suspended in RPMI with 10% FCS and penicillin-
streptomycin to a final concentration of 107 cells/mL and maintained
in culture at 37�C for 14 days. When indicated, after 14 days, the
cocultures were incubated with 1mM of ibrutinib (Selleckchem) for
24 hours.

Immunohistochemistry

Three-micron-thick sections of paraffin-embedded lymph node tis-
sues were deparaffinized and rehydrated using standard histological
techniques. Sections were incubated with the indicated antibodies
(supplemental Table 2) and revealed using the Ventana endogenous
peroxidase kit (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.

Immunofluorescence

Tissue sections were dewaxed by immersion in xylene and hydrated
by serial immersion in ethanol and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
Antigen retrieval was performed by heating sections for 10 minutes
in 10 mM of sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0, and blocking for 10
minutes in 2% BSA (Bovine Serum Albumine). Sections were incu-
bated with the indicated primary and secondary antibodies for 1
hour (supplemental Table 2). Colocalization between FRC and
CCL21 or CD681 cells and CCL21 was quantified after develop-
ment of an image-processing algorithm in ImageJ.

mRNA and protein detection

Prime-Flow RNA assay was performed using the assay kit from
Thermo Fisher Scientific (Carlsbad, CA) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Nonadherent cells were removed from the
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culture after 14 days by vigorous pipetting, and the remaining adher-
ent cells were harvested using 5 mM of EDTA/PBS. Cells were
stained for the indicated surface and intracellular markers. Cellular
RNA targets were detected by sequential hybridizations with target
probe sets (supplemental Table 2). Further details are given in sup-
plemental Methods.

Imaging flow cytometry

For each sample, 40000 cells were analyzed on a three-laser
ImageStreamX imaging flow cytometer (Amnis, Seattle, WA) with a
403 objective (0.75 NA) using the INSPIRE (Amnis) software. Post-
acquisition data analysis was performed using IDEAS 3.0 software
(Amnis).

CLL B-cell motility and retention

After 14 days, adherent NLC cells were harvested with 5 mM of
EDTA/PBS and seeded overnight in Ibidi m-slides (Ibidi, Gr€afelfing,
Germany). Nonadherent B cells were removed and kept at 37�C.
The next day, NLCs were incubated or not with a blocking anti-
CCL21 antibody (4 mg/mL, 30 minutes at 37�C) and then stained
with 125 nM of calcein red orange (10 minutes at 37�C; Invitrogen).
B cells were incubated or not with either blocking anti-CCR7 Abs
(10 mg/mL; 30 minutes at 37�C) or blocking anti-CXCR4 and anti-
CXCR5 Abs (30 mg/mL and 20 mg/mL, respectively; 1 hour at
4�C), stained with 0.5 mM of 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate
(CMFDA, Invitrogen); (10 minutes at 37�C), and finally resuspended
in the 14-day culture medium or in fresh medium. When indicated,
NLC and B cells were treated with 1 mM of ibrutinib for 24 hours
and B cells were resuspended in 14-day culture medium after stain-
ing. Four thousand B cells were added to their autologous NLCs
and imaged. Images were acquired every 20 seconds for 20
minutes using an inverted widefield microscope (Eclipse TE2000-U;
Nikon). Cellular motility parameters were then calculated using
Trackmate (ImageJ).

Slides were then incubated for 4 hours at 37�C and repeatedly
washed before acquiring further images.

Statistics

P values were calculated using the paired or unpaired tests (two-
tailed, 95% CI) by GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software
Inc., San Diego, CA).

Results

FRC and FDC networks are disrupted in CLL

lymph nodes

Stromal cell organization in lymph node biopsies from patients
with CLL was compared with biopsies from nontumoral vascular
surgery. As expected, in nontumoral lymph nodes the distribution
of the CCL21 chemokine positive cells corresponded to a

smooth muscle actin (aSMA) positive network of FRC. Mean-
while CXCL131 cells were superimposable to the CD211 net-
work of FDCs (Figure 1A, panels a-d). In almost every tumoral
CLL lymph node, this subtissular organization was lost. Several
isolated aSMA1 cells persisted without distinguished organiza-
tion as an FRC network (Figure 1A, panel f), whereas CD211

FDCs completely disappeared (Figure 1A, panel h). Conse-
quently, CCL211 and CXCL131 cells were randomly distributed

(Figure 1A, panels e,g) over a diffuse lymphoid proliferation in
CLL in contrast with a strong localization in the germinal center
in nontumoral samples (supplemental Figure 1A, panels a,d).
Specifically, a massive infiltration of CD201 cells and a dis-
persed and reduced distribution of CD31 cells were detected in
CLL biopsies (supplemental Figure 1A, panels e-f).

We also observed an enrichment in CD681 cells in all tumoral
cases of our series compared with nontumoral biopsies
(Figure 1B). An evaluation of the CD681 cells showed a signifi-
cantly higher density of these cells in the tumor infiltrate com-
pared with the nontumoral compartment (outside sinuses) for
the various biopsies tested in the study (n 5 10 of each case;
P , .005) (Figure 1C).

Overall, our results showed that FRC network was disrupted in the
lymph nodes from patients with CLL while FDC almost disappeared.
Concomitantly, we observed an increase in CD681 cell population
randomly distributed on the lymphoid proliferative cells.

Both FRC and CD681 cells produce CCL21 in CLL

lymph nodes

In line with this relevant disorganization of lymph nodes, we addressed
the identification of CCL211 cells in the tumor microenvironment and
asked whether they might correspond at least partly to CD681 cells
or were only representative of residual FRCs. Therefore, we compared
the distribution of CCL21 expressing cells among CD681 cells and
ER-TR7–labeled FRCs in lymph node sections from nontumoral and
CLL samples (n 5 8 from each one) using immunofluorescence
methodologies. Confocal images confirmed the increase of CD681

cells and the loss of an organized FRC network in CLL samples as
previously observed by immunohistochemistry. Merged images
showed that CCL21 colocalized almost exclusively with FRC staining
in control samples whereas CD68 labeling remained isolated
(Figure 2A, FRC/CCL21 magenta and CD68 green, respectively, in
nontumoral merge panel). Conversely, in CLL samples, CCL21 signal
colocalized with both CD681 cells and FRCs (Figure 2A, CD68/
CCL21 yellow and FRC/CCL21 magenta, respectively, in CLL merge
panel). The colocalization was further quantified using an image proc-
essing tool. Upon image capture, a mask for each fluorescence signal
was developed. A significantly increased number of CD68-specific
pixels was detected in CLL samples compared with nontumoral sam-
ples, confirming the increase of CD681 cells. Conversely, some non-
significant decreases were observed for FRC or CCL21 signals
between samples (supplemental Figure 1B). Next, additional masks
combining CCL21 with either FRC1 (ER-TR7) or CD681 signals
were created. White pixels matched with positivity in both channels
whereas isolated CCL211 labeling remained red (Figure 2B). Indeed,
white pixels were mainly observed for FRC in nontumoral tissues and
were randomly distributed between FRC and CD681 cells in CLL
samples. Importantly, the specificity of the staining was proved with a
strong inverse exclusion for CCL21 expression between CD681 cells
and FRCs (Figure 2B). A measure of the percentage of colocalization
was obtained by computing the number of merged pixels. We then
compared the ratios between merged CCL21/FRC and CCL21/
CD68 pixels relative to the total number of CCL211 cells in nontu-
moral or CLL samples. The colocalization CCL21/CD68 was signifi-
cantly higher in CLL samples and was concomitant with a decreased
CCL21/FRC colocalization (Figure 2C, left graph) This result indi-
cated that in CLL lymph nodes an important proportion of CCL21
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Figure 1. Disorganization of FRC/FDC networks and increase of CD681 macrophages in CLL lymph nodes. (A) Representative images from nontumoral (panels

a-d) and CLL (panels e-h) lymph node tissue sections. Immunohistochemical staining was used on samples (anti-CCL21 and anti-aSMA or anti-CXCL13 and anti-CD21 antibodies),

representative of FRC and FDC (original magnification 3200). (B) Representative images from nontumoral (left panels) and CLL (right panels) lymph node tissue sections stained

with anti-CD68 antibody (original magnification 3200 and 3400, respectively). (C) Quantification of CD681 cells per 550 mm2 section in nontumoral (n 5 10) and CLL lymph

nodes (n 5 10); statistical analysis was carried out by Student t-test (*P , .005). Images were acquired using a DFC 300 FX Leica microscope with a 310 objective.
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was produced by CD681 cells whereas the remaining FRCs could
still produce CCL21 (Figure 2C, right graph).

CD681 nurselike cells produce CCL21 that is

specifically retained at the cell membrane

Previous studies indicated a prosurvival role for peripheral
blood–derived CD681 macrophages in coculture with CLL B cells.
These so-called NLCs mimic the protective niches observed in
lymph nodes.21 We investigated the production of CCL21 by NLCs
in vitro differentiated from PBMCs of patients with CLL (supplemen-
tal Figure 2A). After removal of the nonadherent cells, the remaining
cells were harvested and analyzed by imaging flow cytometry. This
approach allowed not only a quantitative analysis but also a visuali-
zation of interacting cells. Interestingly, the interaction between mac-
rophages and B cells persisted even after a detaching intensive
washing, and the aggregates could be distinguished from single
macrophages in “area” versus “aspect ratio” plotting (Figure 3A). All
the single CD681 macrophages expressed CD206, a typical
marker of TAMs (Figure 3B). Conversely, expression of another
M2-TAM typical marker, CD163, revealed highly heterogeneous pro-
portions of positive cells among different patients, suggesting vari-
able degrees of maturation (Figure 3B; supplemental Figure 2B).

We further used the single-cell approach, referred to as the Prime
Flow RNA assay, which allowed simultaneous detection of CCL21
mRNA and protein in combination with immunophenotyping for cell
surface and intracellular proteins.22 First, the specificity of the
mRNA probe was confirmed using both primary FRC cells issued
from nontumoral lymph nodes and the CCL211 MDA-MB231 cell
line23 (supplemental Figure 2C). In CD681CD1631 macrophages
from 6 different patients, both CCL21 mRNA and protein were
detected in most cells. However, an mRNA2/protein1 subpopula-
tion was also observed, likely reflecting cells that no longer tran-
scribe CCL21 but still hold substantial amounts of protein due to
the presence of brefeldin in the procedure (Figure 3C, upper panel;
supplemental Figure 2D, upper graph). Several CD681CD1632

macrophages presented with an additional subset of cells in which
only CCL21 mRNA was observed (Figure 3C, lower panel; supple-
mental Figure 2D, lower graph), further arguing for different degrees
of maturation among the subpopulation. Imaging of the aggregates
composed of CD681 and B cells demonstrated the production of
CCL21 mRNA and protein in macrophages exclusively (Figure 3D).
Accordingly, CCL21 mRNA was not detected in B cells issued
from the suspension of PBMCs in culture for 14 days (supplemental
Figure 2E).

Interestingly, in these imaging experiments, CCL21 protein was also
stained at the membrane of nonpermeabilized cells and in absence
of brefeldin treatment (Figure 4A). We confirmed the presence of
CCL21 protein at the cell surface of adherent cells after 2 weeks of
culture in both permeabilized and nonpermeabilized conditions by

immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy (Figure 4B). This
observation suggested that the chemokine could be captured on
the cell surface upon secretion, as described for unpermeabilized
lymphatic endothelium. Indeed, CCL21 appeared to be randomly
distributed on CD681 cell membrane, as observed in endothelial
cells.24 Accordingly, when we analyzed chemokine secretion by the
adherent NLCs after 14 days of culture, CCL21 was barely present
above the detection limit whereas both CXCL13 (112.2 6

150 pg/mL, mean 6 SD; n 5 14) and CXCL12 (54.2 6

33 pg/mL, mean 6 SD; n 5 14) chemokines were present at vari-
ous extents (Figure 4C), as previously described.15 Correspond-
ingly, CXCL13 mRNA was detected in adherent CD681 cells
(Figure 4D).

Interestingly, gating of the aggregates showed that CD191 B cells
surrounding CD681 macrophages expressed CCR7, the CCL21
receptor (Figure 4E). Furthermore, CCR7 expression levels were
significantly higher in CD191 cells still present in the adherent frac-
tion compared with those in suspension (Figure 4F). Also, we
observed that CD191CD51 cells interacting with CD681 cells
showed a significantly increased level of activated pY759 PCLg2
compared with CD191CD51 cells still present in the adherent frac-
tion but separated from NLCs or CD191CD51 cells in suspension
(supplemental Figure 2F).

Altogether, these results indicated that CD681 adherent cells, upon
differentiation from CLL PBMCs, produce the CCL21 chemokine
that is captured on cell membrane. Furthermore, they argue for
CD681 cells retaining CCR71 B cells, which would explain the
strong interaction observed between macrophages and B cells.

CLL B-cell trafficking depends on

secreted chemokines

To investigate the impact of CD681 NLCs in CLL B cell trafficking,
we analyzed the mobility of B cells cocultured with NLCs. After 14
days of PBMC differentiation, B cells in suspension were recovered,
fluorescently stained, and plated onto their autologous NLC mono-
layer. We first recorded their motility using time-lapse microscopy
for 20 minutes. B cells that were resuspended in the 14-day culture
medium (conditioned medium) showed sustained motility and ran-
dom displacements near the adherent cells (supplemental Video 1;
Figure 5A, gray area). Conversely, a reduction of the mean speed
was observed when B cells were resuspended in fresh medium,
namely deprived of any factor produced during the 14 days of cul-
ture (supplemental Video 2; Figure 5A, yellow area). Indeed, analysis
of the supernatants by Luminex showed heterogenous levels of
CXCL13 in all samples whereas CXCL12 was detected only in sev-
eral samples. As previously observed, CCL21 was not detected
above threshold (supplemental Figure 3A). The presence of
CXCR4, CXCR5, and CCR7 on B cells was also measured,
showing heterogenous expression levels (supplemental Figure 3B).

Figure 2 (continued) CCL21 is produced by FRCs and CD681 cells. (A) Representative images from nontumoral (upper panels) and CLL (lower panels) lymph node

sections stained with anti-CD68 (green), anti-ER-TR7 (blue), or anti-CCL21 (red) antibodies (objective 363; scale bar represents 12 mm) and merged images in pink (FRC/

CCL21) or yellow (CD68/CCL21). Images were acquired using a DMI6000 Leica Spinning Disk microscope with a 340 1.25NA objective (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,

Germany) and a Photometrics Coolsnap HQ CCD, driven by Metamorph software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at the Imaging Facility of Cochin Institute, Paris, France.

(B) Masks created from the images in panel A by combining FRC and CCL21 signals or CD68 and CCL21 signals. Pixels are white when both channels are positive and pink

when CCL21 is alone. (C) Graph comparing the ratios between colocalized CCL21/CD68 or CCL21/FRC pixels and the total number of CCL211 cells in nontumoral and CLL

samples. Measure of the colocalization was obtained by computing the total number of positive pixels. Means were compared in a Student t-test (**P 5 .0026; n 5 8).
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adherent NLCs after 14 days of culture detected by Luminex technology. Dots represent individual protein levels from 14 patients with CLL. (D) Detection of CXCL13

mRNA in single macrophages. Image galleries of single macrophages showing RPL13 mRNA (green), CD163 (yellow), CXCL13 mRNA (red), and CD68 (cyan) fluorescent

signals and Brightfield (BF). RPL13 mRNA of ribosomal protein L13A was used as housekeeping control. (E) Image gallery of aggregates showing macrophages and B cells

based on CD206 (green) and CD68 (cyan) or CCR7 (yellow) and CD19 (red) fluorescent signals, respectively, as well as Brightfield (BF) in permeabilized conditions.

Arrows show B cells present in the aggregates. (F) Graph shows the CCR7 MFI (Mean Fluorescence Intensity) values detected on B cells in suspension or remaining in the

adherent fraction after 14 days of culture.
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The impact of their specific blocking by inhibitory antibodies was
then analyzed. Prevention of MAPK/ERK activation upon binding of
the respective chemokines attested to inhibition in the presence of
the antibodies (supplemental Figure 3C). We then simultaneously
blocked CXCR4 and CXCR5 receptors on B cells before loading
them in conditioned medium, and a substantial reduction of their
velocity was observed comparable to loading in fresh medium (sup-
plemental Video 3; Figure 5A, blue area). On the contrary, mean
speed did not significantly decrease after blocking of CCR7 recep-
tor on B cells and increased after blocking of CCL21 on NLC cells
(supplemental Videos 4 and 5; Figure 5A, pink and green areas,
respectively).

Because the therapeutic BTK inhibitor ibrutinib has been involved in
both direct targeting of the tumor cells and tumor–microenvironment
interactions critical for CLL progression,25,26 its impact on B cell
mobility was investigated. As previously described,26,27 we first con-
firmed that PBMCs from patients treated with ibrutinib could generate
differentiated NLCs in vitro (supplemental Figure 4A). Furthermore,
NLCs maintained their capacity to preserve CLL cells from ex vivo
spontaneous apoptosis. CLL cells cultured alone were sensitive to
ibrutinib treatment whereas culture with NLCs protected the tumor
cells from ibrutinib-induced apoptosis (supplemental Figure 4B). We
further verified that exposure of NLCs to ibrutinib for 24 hours inter-
fered with BTK activation, as determined by decreased phosphoryla-
tion levels at both Tyr223 and Tyr551 sites (supplemental Figure
4C). Mobility of the cocultures exposed for 24 hours to ibrutinib prior
to time lapse evaluation did not show significant changes in Bcell
mean speed. Similarly, B cells from patients treated with ibrutinib
showed comparable speed in these experimental settings (supple-
mental Figure 4D). Indeed, analysis of the culture supernatants by
Luminex confirmed the heterogeneity of CXCL13 and CXCL12
expression between samples that was not affected by ibrutinib treat-
ment. Similarly, CXCR5 and CXCR4 expression levels were not
impacted (supplemental Figure 4E-F).

These results showed that CD681 NLCs impact B cell motility. Spe-
cifically, CXCL12 and CXCL13 secreted by NLC cells contribute to
moving of B cells among the surrounding NLCs. This chemokine-
dependent motility was not affected by ibrutinib treatment.

CCL21 chemokines retained at the NLC membrane

impact formation of contacts with B cells

We then analyzed B cell interaction with NLC cells. After image
recording, cocultures in the various experimental settings were
incubated for 4 hours and the presence of remaining B cells was
evaluated after vigorous washing. In untreated conditions, the
presence of B cells interacting with NLCs was detected (Figure
5B, panel a). In contrast, a substantial reduction of B cells, still
interacting with NLCs, was observed when cells were resus-
pended in fresh media as well as upon CXCR4/CXCR5 before
blocking (Figure 5B, panels b-c). More importantly, few B cells
could be detected upon CCR7 blocking on B cells or CCL21
blocking on NLCs. Interestingly, in the latest conditions, the
residual B cells present did not directly interact with NLCs (Fig-
ure 5B, panels d-e). These interactions were quantified by creat-
ing masks to detect B- and NLC cell signals and combine them
when overlapping. The B cell/NLC ratio represen-
ted colocalization of B cells with adherent NLCs. The quantifica-
tion of 12 samples confirmed the significative differences
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observed, particularly confirming the loss of interaction after
CCL21 inhibition (Figure 5C).

We finally investigated the impact of ibrutinib on CD681 NLC/CLL B
cell direct interaction by exposing the coculture to ibrutinib for 24
hours before analysis or using a coculture with NLC/B cells derived
from patients treated with ibrutinib. In these experiments, ibrutinib in
vitro exposure did not alter CCL21 mRNA expression in NLC
cells, as shown by similar CCL21 mRNA MFI (Mean Fluorescence

Intensity) in untreated and treated samples, nor did it alter samples
from long-term treated patients (Figure 6A-B, upper panel a).
Also, CCL21 proteins were detected on the membrane of nonper-
meabilized cells in both untreated and ibrutinib-treated samples as
well as on cells from long-term treated patients (Figure 6B, lower
panel b). These results suggest that Ibrutinib does not directly target
CCL21 production by NLCs. The quantification of B/NLC interactions
after 4-hour incubation of the different cocultures showed that 4 out
of 6 ibrutinib-treated samples and 2 out of 3 long-term treated patient
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samples displayed a significant reduction of colocalization
(Figure 6C-D). On the other hand, B cells still able to interact with
NLCs were observed in the various experimental settings (Figure 6D),
and CCR7 expression levels at their surface were not affected by
ibrutinib treatment (supplemental Figure 4F).

These results shed light on the role of CCL21, retained at NLC
membrane, playing a role in the interaction with CCR7-expressing B
cells, likely favoring their capture by NLCs. Overall, these observa-
tions suggest a cooperative impact of soluble and membrane che-
mokines produced by NLCs in B cell trafficking and retention in
lymphoid organ niches.

Discussion

Malignant progression of CLL cells regarding cell survival and prolif-
eration, migration, or retention as well as resistance to therapeutic
treatment is impacted by signals emanating from the surrounding
cells in protective niches such as lymphoid organs. Understanding
the complex interplay between CLL and neighboring cells is still
sparse while the important alterations of lymph node architecture
must be taken into account. Here, we performed an analysis of the
cellular organization in CLL lymph nodes. We described fully disor-
ganized substructures, with disruption of the FRC network leaving
only residual stretches, loss of FDCs, absence of the B cell follicles,
and T-cell–zone and large infiltration of the leukemic cells in every
compartment. Meanwhile, we observed a significantly increased
presence of CD681 cells with the characteristics of NLCs. NLCs
induce chemotaxis and promote survival of CLL cells, notably
through the secretion of distinct chemokines and prosurvival factors.
We showed here, for the first time, that CD681 NLCs produce the
homeostatic chemokine CCL21 as well as CXCL12 and CXCL13,
two chemokines already described for their role in B cell homing
and differentiation in the BM. In lymph nodes, these chemokines
also play a critical role in affinity maturation and formation of germi-
nal center.15,28 CCL21 and its cognate receptor CCR7 are impor-
tant players in CLL transmigration across HEVs into the lymph
nodes. Indeed, CCL21 is a potent B cell chemoattractant,17 and
knockout mice for CCR7 display defective B cell entry into lymphoid
secondary organs.18 Furthermore, the levels of CCR7 on B cells
were significantly higher in patients presenting with lymphadenopa-
thy, thus associating this interacting capacity with the proliferative
niches in CLL.20,29,30 Our results shed light on the CCL21/CCR7
axis as being involved not only in the entry but also in the retention
and the accumulation of malignant B cells in pathological lymph
nodes. CCL21 is produced by lymphatic endothelial cells in periph-
eral tissues,24,31 by HEV,20,32 and by FRCs in the T cell zone of
lymph nodes.33 Our immunofluorescence analyses showed CD681

cells able to express CCL21 in lymph node sections. The significant
increase of CD681 cells in lymph nodes from patients with CLL
paralleled the loss of FRC network organization, which creates the
assumption that CD681 cells represent an additional and alternative
source of CCL21 supplanting the role attributed to FRCs. A similar
role for CD681 cells substituting FDC production of CXCL13 has
been described in lymphocytic lymphoma.15

We demonstrated specific CCL21 production by detecting both
CCL21 mRNA and protein in single CD681 cells obtained after
in vitro differentiation of PBMC-derived monocytes from patients
with CLL.5 This in vitro model was used to circumvent our lack of
accessibility to fresh tumor tissues, allowing sorting of CD681 cells.

We used an imaging flow cytometry approach, which allows not
only quantitative analysis but also simultaneous visualization of
mRNA and protein expression within a single cell and cell–cell inter-
actions. Indeed, in coculture experiments and despite intensive
washes, we obtained persistent aggregates composed of CD681

cells interacting with B cells. Interestingly, B cells retained on NLC
cells showed a higher activation according to higher phospho-
PLCg2 expression, in comparison with noninteracting B cells. This
observation argues for the protective role of NLCs in niching zones.
The imaging approach let us distinguish single macrophages, iso-
lated B cells, or aggregates, and CCL21 production was exclusively
attributed to CD681 cells in those circumstances. Interestingly,
immunofluorescence analysis on lymph node sections showed that
CCL21 staining was spread all along the cellular membrane. This
pattern was comparable to the intracellular depots of the chemokine
within lymphatic endothelium described by Weber et al.24 Indeed,
CCL21 has a highly charged C-terminal extension that binds glyco-
saminoglycans, and it is presumed responsible for immobilizing the
chemokine to extracellular matrix or cell surface.34,35 Using imaging
cytometry and confocal microscopy, we also detected CCL21 pro-
tein in unpermeabilized in vitro differentiated NLCs and observed it
on their cell membrane. Accordingly, CCL21 proteins in the culture
supernatants were under the detection threshold whereas CXCL13
and CXCL12 were present at heterogenous levels. This result sug-
gested that CCL21, once secreted by CD681 cells, might be kept
on their cell surface and subsequently may retain CCR71 B cells.
For this, we analyzed the mobility behavior of B cells loaded on a
monolayer of adherent CD681 cells. We observed that the motility
of B cells in the vicinity of adherent CD681 cells was deeply
affected when a fresh medium was used. This medium was particu-
larly deprived of factors such as CXCL13 and CXCL12. A similar
effect was observed after blocking their cognate receptors, CXCR5
and CXCR4, on B cells. Although the contribution of other soluble
factors and the chemokine gradients present in lymphoid tissues
must be taken into account, these observations suggest that soluble
chemokines released from NLCs impact B-cell motility. On the other
hand, blocking of CCR7 on B cells or CCL21 on CD681 cells
caused a complete loss of B cells/CD681 cell interactions. Indeed,
CLL B cells express more CCR7 than normal B cells. These find-
ings give credit to our model in which CCL21 retained at the mem-
brane plays a major role in capturing CCR7-expressing B cells and
favoring their survival and activation. Indeed, we observed that B
cells interacting with NLCs exhibited a higher level of activation as
evaluated by PLCg2 phosphorylation. However, this does not rule
out the possible contribution of integrins to strengthen theses inter-
actions. Notably, LFA-3 overexpression by CLL cells promotes their
prosurvival interactions with CD2-expressing NLCs.36

Ibrutinib, a therapeutic BTK inhibitor, has been described as disrupt-
ing tumor–microenvironment interactions that are critical for CLL
progression in addition to directly targeting tumor cells.25-27 In our
systems, we observed that 24-hour or long-term exposition to ibruti-
nib did not affect mobility of B cells. Indeed, BTK inhibition did not
affect recycling and expression of chemokine receptors, especially
of CCR7, on B cells nor the production of chemokines by NLCs.
Specifically, expression and localization of CCL21 on NLC mem-
branes were not altered. While reduced B cell/NLC interactions
were detected, the remaining B cells still maintained the ability to
adhere to NLCs. Moreover, Niemann et al suggested that ibrutinib
may interfere with the extent of CLL/NLCs contact in BM on the
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basis of a significant decrease in CD681 cellular extension.25 The
exact mechanism by which ibrutinib affects CCL21-mediated adhe-
sion remains to be determined, and the contribution of other factors
sensitive to ibrutinib treatment cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless,
our findings agree with ibrutinib leaving fully differentiated NLCs still
able to sustain CLL cells during patient therapy.27 Accordingly, with
previous reports we observed that NLCs maintained their ability to
preserve CLL cells from ibrutinib-induced apoptosis, suggesting that
ibrutinib treatment cannot totally counteract the indirect prosurvival
effects of soluble factors such as interleukin-10.26 Indeed, in our
system, exposition to ibrutinib did not impact the secretion of pro-
survival CXCL12 by NLCs nor the expression of CXCR4 on CLL
B cells, thereby maintaining a protective milieu.

To counteract the chemoprotective effect induced by NLC in patients
treated with ibrutinib, cotreatments with other antileukemic agents
such as bendamustin or venetoclax, a Bcl-2 antagonist, showed
promising results.27 More recently, increased secretion of interleukin-
10 upon ibrutinib treatment has been shown to enforce M2 pheno-
type of NLCs exacerbating their immunosuppressive profile.
Anti–interleukin-10 in combination with classic targeting of CLL cells
could be beneficial, as shown in other diseases.37 Several other
drugs inducing depolarization of M2-protective in M1-nonprotective
NLCs could also pave the way for new combinatory therapies.

The analysis of CD681 NLCs differentiated from various patients
showed heterogeneous proportions of CD1631 cells. Interestingly,
when we analyzed the presence of CCL21 mRNA and protein, we
reproducibly observed a subset of CD1632 cells expressing only
CCL21 mRNA, which suggests different degrees of differentiation
for these cells. CD163 has been proposed as a bona fide marker of
M2-NLCs. Specifically, the presence of CD1631 NLCs was corre-
lated with CLL proliferative niches in lymph nodes, and high levels
of soluble CD163 were linked to worse prognosis of the disease.38

Moreover, ibrutinib treatment exacerbated the expression of M2
polarization, particularly of CD163 and CD206 markers.26 Recently,
in Richter syndrome, a transformation of CLL into an aggressive lym-
phoma, a higher infiltration of CD1631 macrophages was observed
in nodal tissue as compared with CLL.39 Thus, our results support
the relevance of CD163 expression as a final NLC differentiation
marker and, likely, fully activated cells.

Overall, our study provides a description of the major changes to
lymph node architecture upon massive tumor B cell infiltration, partic-
ularly with a loss of FRC network organization. In this context, we
demonstrated that CD681 NLCs produce CCL21, showing that
these cells are an alternative source of the chemokine, taking over
the regular role of FRCs, in destructured CLL lymph nodes. In turn,
CCL21 plays a critical role in capturing malignant B cells, thus

favoring their niching, survival, and resistance to treatments. This evi-
dence underlines how leukemic cells manipulate and reprogram the
tumor microenvironment to create an immunosuppressive milieu that
allows immune survey evasion. Moreover, these results argue for new
possible combination immunotherapeutic strategies to specifically tar-
get or reprogram both CLL cells and the tumor microenvironment to
effectively disrupt the protective milieu.
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